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THE SECOND NATURE 

RESISTS QUITE DIFFERENTLY 

FROM THE FIRST,© 

A V I N G R E A C H E D T H I S P O I N T , T H E A N T H R O -

P O L O G I S T OF T H E M O D E R N S H E S I T A T E S 

B E T W E E N L E G I T I M A T E S A T I S F A C T I O N — 

she has stubbornly managed to maintain the same 
investigative protocol across such incommensurable modes of exis-
tence—and anguish—she has not even begun to understand what tru-
ly moves her informants. For she can no longer ignore this huge fact: 
when she tells them that she is undertaking an inquiry into their "vari-
ous modes of existence," they don't think about the exact weight of di-
vinities, gods, microbes, fish, or pebbles, but rather about the way they 
themselves "earn their living," their subsistence. And by this vigorous 
term they don't seem to be designating the subtleties of metaphysics, the 
confusions of epistemology, or the targeting mistakes of antifetishism! 
No, they are designating, rather, the frameworks of their own lives, their 
passion for consuming, their daily difficulties, the jobs they have or have 
just lost, and even their paychecks. The investigator cannot bask in the il-
lusion that she has completed the inventory of the "values" for which her 
informants are ready to give their lives. Hearing them talk, it seems to 
her on the contrary that she has understood nothing so far, that she has 
spent all her time, as the Gospel suggests, "straining out gnats but swal-
lowing a camel" (Matthew 23:24). How could we tackle the tribulations of 
diplomacy later on, if we had deployed only the modes of existence that 
the Moderns cherish perhaps the least? 
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If their anthropology is so delicate, this is because it is almost 
impossible to define the VALUES to which they are attached. To hear them 
tell it, all questions of substance or subsistence have to be brought back A 
not to the subtle detours of ontology but to a master discourse, that of / / 
The Economy. What they mean by living, wanting, being able, deciding, I / 
calculating, mobilizing, undertaking, exchanging, owing, consuming, 
is all entirely situated in this world, on which the inquiry has not yet 
touched. Might we have spent too much time getting around the RES 
EXTENSA , when those who call themselves actual "materialists," or, on 
the contrary, "idealists," invoke not that matter but a different one, infi-
nitely more robust and more widespread, the one that foregrounds the 
"iron laws" of interest? In practice, it is in The Economy that the infor-
mants really learn about facts, laws, necessities, obligations, materiali-
ties, forces, powers, and values. The FIRST NATURE was certainly impor-
tant, but it is this SECOND N A T U R E that turns out to shape them in a lasting 
way. It is in and through this second Nature that the informants, when-
ever their "passionate interests"—to borrow Tarde's expression—are at 
stake, first encounter the terms "reality" and "truth." So this is where we 
now have to dig. 

But how can we approach The Economy with © W H I C H MAKES IT 

sufficient dexterity without giving it too much or DIFFICULT TO C I R C U M V E N T 

too little credit? Because The Economy offers the THE E C O N O M Y © 

analyst such a powerful metalanguage, its investi-
gation might have been concluded at once, as if everyone, from one end 
of the planet to the other, were now using the same terms to define the | 
value of all things. Not only would it offer no handhold to anthropology, 
since it would have become the second nature of an already unified and \ j 
globalized world, but it would have achieved at the outset all the goals 1 / 
taken on by our projected diplomacy, by allowing all peoples to benefit lY 
from the same measuring instrument made explicit everywhere in the ( n 
same idiom. With The Economy, there would always be mutual under- \ \ 
standing, because it would suffice to calculate. A quarter-century-long \l 
effort to specify the history of the Moderns would have been useless II 
since, from now on, the entire Earth would share the same ways of attrib- \ 
uting value in the same terms. 
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With the ecological crises, the first Nature seems in danger of 
losing its universality—some go as far as to speak of "multinaturalism"— 
and yet, despite the scale of the economic crises, the hold of the second 
Nature has only increased. If our ethnologist wanted to study it seri-
ously, she could do her fieldwork in Shanghai, Buenos Aires, or Dacca as 
well as in Berlin, Houston, or Manchester. How can she resist the appeal 
of this genuine universal, perhaps the only one we have in common? A 
single language, a single world, a single yardstick: "the real bottom line." 
It is as though Double Click, just when we thought he was going to die 
of starvation, were finally on the verge of realizing his wildest expan-
sionary dreams. 

And yet the investigator feels that she would only be giving in to 
a manifest exaggeration: she would find herself confronting the same 
padding against which we struggled so hard at the beginning of this 
work: confronting the hegemony of Knowledge [REF • DC] that claimed 
to define (the first) Nature for its own part, and to dictate the universal 
laws governing the evaluation of everything. The ethnologist's suspi-
cion is moreover reinforced by the counter-narrative, almost as wide-
spread, according to which The Economy is not the basis for the world 
finally revealed to everyone thanks to the benefits of globalization but 
a cancer whose metastases have gradually begun to infect the entire 
Earth, starting from various sources in the old West. In this narrative, the 
cancer has succeeded in dissolving all the other values in the cold calcu-
lation of interest alone. If The Economy is universal, it is because of the 
deadly ailment, the unpardonable crime known as CAPITALISM , which 
continues to be a monstrous product of history that has infected nearly 
all the cells of a body unequipped to resist it. Inventing Capitalism and 
using it to possess the entire Earth: these would be the unforgivable crimes 
of the Whites. 

But isn't this a new exaggeration? Doesn't it attribute too much 
power to this monster? More seriously still, isn't it a way of agreeing to 
conspire with Capitalism by taking it too hastily as a cancer with terri-
fying destructive power? As always, the ethnologist starts to hesitate 
(that's why her inquiry is taking so long!), because she would like to be 
able to get aroundThe Economy entirely and avoid using its metalanguage, 
whether it's a matter of speaking of it as a good thing—as the universal 
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dialect of a globalized world—or a bad thing—as the fatality of a world 
infected with the cancer of Capitalism. How can she manage to respect 
what her informants say about the troubles they have with subsistence, 
without believing that The Economy would supply "the unsurpassable 
horizon" of her investigation? In other words, how can she D ISECONOMIZE 

herself sufficiently to grasp what she is told without adding or subtracting 
anything? And how can she achieve this new disincarceration through 
formulas sufficiently compatible with her informants' ways of speaking 
so that, later on, when she has put on diplomatic garb, she may still be able 
to reach agreement with them? 

If she has to hesitate for a long time, it is because © UNLESS WE I DE NTI F Y 

she does not find herself confronting a single contrast SOME CAPS BETWEEN 

more or less well pulled together by a more or less THE E C O N O M Y A N D 

composite I N S T I T U T I O N , as she did with the modes O R D I N A R Y EXPERIENCE. 

we have unfolded up to now, but rather a contrast 
drawn together by three modes 0/existence that the history of the Moderns 
has blended for reasons she is going to have to untangle. It is this inter-
weaving that explains why she has to resist the temptation of believing 
either in The Economy or in its critique. As always, it's a matter of resisting 
the temptation to believe. But here is something quite curious: while it is 
not completely impossible to circumvent the first Nature, not to believe 
in The Economy is going to require even slower and more painful efforts 
at agnosticism. As if the second Nature clings to our bodies much more 
tightly than the first. How much piety there is, indeed, in this "dismal 
science," this "abject science"! 

Anthropology always has the virtue of being able to reconsider, at 
additional cost, and as if from the outside, in all its freshness, an experi-
ence that proximity, habit, or local prejudices had made unavailable. Let 
us try to feel the strange gap between the qualities with which economic 
matter is purportedly endowed and the experience that the inquiry is 
seeking to bring out, in such a way as to reopen the space that will make it 
possible to accommodate the various modes of existence. (The attentive 
reader will recognize the method that we have used since Chapter 3 to 
empty out the space that the first naturalization had filled too quickly.) 
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A F I R S T G A P , IN A first gap. You observe goods that are starting 
TEMPERATURE: C O L D to move around all over the planet; poor devils who 

INSTEAD OF HEAT . drown while crossing oceans to come earn their 
bread; giant enterprises that appear from one day to 

the next or that disappear into red ink; entire nations that become rich 
or poor; markets that close or open; monstrous demonstrations that 
disperse over improvised barricades in clouds of teargas; radical inno-
vations that suddenly make whole sectors of industry obsolete, or that 
spread like a dust cloud; sudden fashions that draw millions of passionate 
clients or that, just as suddenly, pile up shopworn stocks that nobody 
wants any longer. . . and the immense mobilization of things and people; 
they say it is driven only by the simple transfer o/indisputable necessities. 

Everything here is hot, violent, active, rhythmic, contradictory, 
rapid, discontinuous, pounded out—but these immense boiling caul-
drons are described to you as the ice-cold, rational, coherent, and contin-
uous manifestation of the calculation of interests alone. The ethnol-
ogist was already astonished at the contrast between the matter of the 
res extensa and the multiform materials that technological folds revealed 
[TEC • DC] : nothing in the former could prefigure the latter. But the abyss is 
even greater, it seems, between the heat of economic phenomena and the 
coldness with which she is told she must grasp them. Here again, nothing 
in the icy matter of economic reason allows her to anticipate what she 
will discover by plunging into these witches' cauldrons the genuine 
matter of the "passionate interests" that stir up the planet in its most inti-
mate recesses. As if a mistake had been made about the temperature and 
rhythms of economic passions. As if there were another idealism at the 

heart of this other materialism. 

A S E C O N D GAP: A N EMPTY A second gap. In The Economy, the question, 
PLACE INSTEAD OF A she is told quite gravely, consists in dividing up 

C R O W D E D AGORA . rare goods, in parceling out scarce materials, bene-
fits, or goods, or, on the contrary, in making the 

largest number profit from a marvelous horn of plenty debited from one 
resource or another. As everyone repeats with imperturbable serious-
ness, these are the most important questions we can address in common, 
because they concern the whole world, all humans and all things, hence-
forth engaged in the same flows of mobilization, in the same history, 
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and in the same common destiny. It is necessary to divide up, distribute, 
decide. And in recent times, they tell her even more energetically, these 
questions have become all the more constraining since a scarcity more 
unexpected and more fundamental than all the others has been discov-
ered: we don't have enough planets! We would need two, three, five, six, 
to satisfy all the humans, and we only have one, our own, the Earth, Gaia. 
(There may be other inhabited planets, of course, but the closest ones are 
dozens of light-years away.) Economics has become the optimal distribu-
tion of rare planets. 

The ethnologist, surprised, then tries to find out how her infor-
mants are going to go about settling such huge questions, how they will 
do justice to all those for whom the answers are so urgent. She wonders 
what procedures they will adopt to bring off such feats of decision, divi-
sion, and distribution, and what instruments, what protocols, whatassur-
ances, what verifications, what scruples they will deploy. She is already 
directing her gaze toward the noisy assemblies where such common 
matters are going to be violently debated. And there, what is she told? 
Nothing and no one decides: "It suffices to calculate." The very place where 
everything must be decided and discussed, since these are matters of 
life and death for everyone and everything, appears to be a public square 
entirely emptied of all its protagonists. In it she finds only the incontro-
vertible result of unchallengeable deductions made elsewhere, away 
from the agora! It is no longer the difference between extreme heat and 
extreme cold that stuns her, but the difference between the fullness, the 
agitation, the commotion she expected and the emptiness, the silence, 
the absence of all those who are concerned first and foremost. This whole 
vast engine apparently functions on autopilot. Here where everyone 
must decide, no one seems to have a hand in. 

A third gap. When the talk turns to The A T H I R D CAP: N O DETECTABLE 

Economy, her informants assert with respect, one D IFFERENCE IN LEVELS. 

has to approach vast sets of people and things that 
form organizations of astounding complexity and influence, covering 
the planet with their reticulations. "Ah!" the investigator exclaims. 
"Finally something solid, something resistant, something empirical. I'm 
going to be able to study defined, durable, circumscribed entities called 
enterprises, apparatuses, arrangements, perhaps even nation-states,' 
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'international organizations'—in short, sets that are consistent and, 
above all, of great size. I've had enough invisibles, enough REPRISES, 

enough beings of occultation or metamorphosis. Here's something I can 
get my hands on for a change!" 

And she sets out to approach enterprises, organizations qualified 
under the law as "corporate bodies." She extends her hand and what does 
she fmd? Almost nothing solid or durable. A sequence, an accumulation, 
endless layers of successive disorganizations: people come and go, they 
transport all sorts of documents, complain, meet, separate, grumble, 
protest, meet again, organize again, disperse, reconnect, all this in 
constant disorder; there is no way she could ever define the borders of 
these entities that keep on expanding or contracting like accordions. The 
investigator was hoping to get away from stories of invisible phantoms; 
she finds only new phantoms, just as invisible. 

And if she complains to her informants that they have taken her 
for a ride, they reply with the same unfathomable confidence: "Ah, it's 

I because behind all that agitationyou haven't yet detected the assured pres-
I ence of the real sources of organization: Society, the State, the Market, 
k Capitalism, the only great beings that actually hold up all this jumble. 

That's where you have to go; those are the real substances that ensure 
i our subsistence. That's where we really live." And, of course, when she 

begins to investigate such assemblages, the gap reappears, but this time 
multiplied: more corridors, more offices, more flowcharts, other meet-
ings, other documents, other inconsistencies, other arrangements, but 
still not the slightest transcendence. No great being has taken charge of 
this ordinary confusion. Nothing stands out. Nothing provides cover. 
Nothing decides. Nothing reassures. It is immanent everywhere, and 
everywhere illogical, incoherent, caught up at the last minute, started 

V over on the fly. 

A L L THIS A L L O W S US TO The poor anthropologist, thrice deceived by the 
POSIT A N A M A L G A M A T I O N reflection of a specific matter that would be called 

OF THREE DISTINCT MODES : The Economy! But thrice reassured as to the fact 
[ A T T ] , [ O R G ] , A N D [MOR]. that there are indeed, in the experience, three distinct 

threads that would make it possible to circumvent 
the question, if only one could manage to follow each strand separately, 
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without immediately submerging them in the transfer of indisputable 
necessities. 

The first gap will make it possible to do justice to the abrupt changes 
in temperature of passionate interests; we shall call this the mode of 
ATTACHMENTS (noted [ATT]). The second gap will allowus to fill once again 
the place we had found empty with a mode we shall call MORALITY (noted 
[MOR]) . Finally, the last gap will allow us to explore the astonishing imma-
nence of ORGANIZATIONS (noted [ORG]). 

We are going to hypothesize that, if we learned to respect the 
contrasts brought out by these three modes, we would be liberated 
from the second Nature as we were from the first, and we could then 
explain how the ™»»riy rr.rrjppcii-P incHmnpn nf pr(-.nr.rr.y had at 
once revealed them and also, quite s i m j ^ j m H w g e f l l ^ ing A 
more. The anthropology of the Moderns would then have carved out I 
a path—actually, hardly even a trail: a track, a trace by means of which I 
one could escape both from belief in a domain of Economy and from I 
its critique. The chances of success are infinitesimal, but the whole \ 
project of an inquiry into the modes of existence depends on this ulti- i 
mate attempt. 

In this chapter, we are going to focus on organ- THE PARADOXICAL SITUATION 

ization. Of the three modes, this is the one whose OF ORGANIZATION [ O R G ] © 

experience is at once the easiest to trace and the most 
paradoxical. Easy, because we are constantly in the process of organizing 
or being organized; paradoxical, because we always keep on imagining 
that, elsewhere, higher up, lower down, above or below, the experience 
would be totally different; that there would have to be a break in planes, 
in levels, thanks to which other beings, transcendent with respect to 
the first, would finally come along to organize everything. It is thus a 
strange experience, known to all, and yet, as always with the Moderns, 
almost impossible to register appropriately. The ethnologist is thus in 
her element—the organizer too! 

As is our habit, we are not going to start with organization as a result, 
but as a PREPOSITION . This is the only way, as we know, to identify a mo 
to ask what it means to act and to speak organizationally. As this adverb i; / 
tooawkward,letussaythatwearegoingtotrytofollowaparticularbein u 
that would transport a force capable, in its displacements, of leaving in it! 
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wake something of organization no matter what the scale; this is the crucial 
point. We could not have grasped technology [TEC] by starting with the 
objects it leaves behind; similarly, we shall never manage to grasp what 
is proper to this new trajectory if we start with what "organizational 
theory" designates by the term. We would be setting off on the wrong 
track if we were to start by taking "organized beings" for granted, beings 
whose dimensions and consistency need precisely to be explained by 
the passage, the continual slippage, of the action of organizing. It is this 

action that we must thus accompany, 
©is EASIER TO SPOT IF WE We shall begin by a very limited and very 

START F R O M A WEAKLY weakly equipped COURSE OF ACTION in order to learn 
EQUIPPED CASE © to concentrate on its own mode of extension— 

a mode that will then enable us to see how one can 
change dimensions without changing the method. 

Let us take a meeting between two friends. Paul: "I'll meet you 
tomorrow afternoon at 5:45 at the Gare de Lyon under the big clock, OK?" 
Peter: "OK, see you tomorrow. Cheers." What could be more ordinary? 
For, finally, today, by telephone, they sent each other a little scenario, 
projecting themselves into the near future, and imagining a meeting 
sketched out in broad strokes by the shared identification of a landmark 
known to all: the big clock at a major train station in Paris. Paul and Peter 
each told the other a little story. Here we are, incontestably, in fiction. But 
if we think about it, it is in a quite singular form, since, between the end 
of today's phone call and 5:45 p.m. tomorrow, Peter and Paul are going to 
be held, organized, defined—in part—by this story, which engages them 
[FIC • ORG]. They told the story together yesterday as though they occu-
pied the roles that it assigned them. "Peter" and "Paul," now in quota-
tion marks, have become characters in a story of which they are the 
heroes. They can of course phone each other in the meantime to agree 
on a different meeting time and place, but if everything goes according 
to their plan, tomorrow at 5:45 p.m. they will greet each other under the 
clock at the Gare de Lyon, and the scenario that has guided their steps 
and controlled their behavior up until the last second will no longer be 
activated. Delighted to have found each other again, they will tell each 
other new stories and deal with other business together. 
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What lesson can we draw from this anecdote? First, that we have to 
take advantage of the powers of fiction if we are to be able to tell each other 
stories, make plans, propose scenarios, or draw up programs of action 
[FIC • ORG]. Here we rediscover the triple shifting out that we encoun-
tered in Chapters 9 and 10: it sends figures into another time ("tomorrow, 
5:45 p.m."), another space ("the clock tower"), and toward other actors or 
"actants" ("Peter" and "Paul," finally reunited after a separation). But the 
defining feature of these narratives is that they have a hold on those who 
tell them. So much so that the narrators find themselves face to face with 
themselves in two positions at once, with a slight gap: above themselves, as 
if they were free at any moment to write the story—Peter and Paul act; 
then below themselves, as if they were not at all free to modify the story— 
"Peter" and "Paul" have acted. (The possibility of taking the stories up 
again and rewriting them along the way changes nothing except the 
cadence imposed on the same course of action.) These narratives are fairly 
close to what sociolinguists call PERFORMATIVES, since the stories, too, do 
what they say and engage those who are their authors. 

For stories that manage to subject narratives © T H A T ALLOWS us TO 

to such torsion, we shall reserve the word SCRIPTS. SEE HOW SCRIPTS TURN 

To designate the dispatching of these paradoxical us "UPSIDE D O W N . " 

scripts, which give roles to those who have sent them, 
and which they must then catch up with in order to obey them, we shall 
speak of the organizational act, or, better, the organizing act. 

Let us note first of all that the trajectories sketched out by such 
scripts bear no resemblance to the ones traced by chains of reference 
[REF • ORG]. Even though scripts have a referential capacity, since they 
designate places and moments to which access is available (the Gare de 
Lyon, 5:45 p.m., the clock tower), these references are there only to facili-
tate identification and serve as accessories to direct the attention of the 
actors designated by the roles. Reference is not their main property, since 
these reference points are chosen only for their self-evidence and not for 
their novelty. The goal is not to gain access to remote states of affairs, but 
rather, since the remote entities are well known and easily recognizable, 
to use them to simplify the bearings. We rely on the referential indica-
tions only to judge the tenor of the script according to a different touch-
stone: its capacity to define ends, borders, meetings—let us call these due 
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dates, in the broadest sense of the term. Their felicity conditions entail 
knowing whether Paul and Peter, after having lived all day "under" the 
injunctions of the script of "Paul" and "Peter," actually find each other. 
At the precise moment of their meeting, the script will have achieved its 
outcome and disappeared into the void. 

We are so used to these practices that we sometimes have trouble 
seeing the originality of a position that makes us sometimes authors of 
a narrative, sometimes characters in that same narrative projected ahead 
in time—a narrative that disappears as soon as the program for which it 
was written has been completed. 

This positioning of authors/above/characters/below is all the 
stranger in that neither Peter nor Paul is completely "above" during their 
telephone conversation nor completely "below" during the day as they 
wait to meet, both preparing to go to the train station. From one stand-
point, nothing prevents them from revising their scripts to take into 
account the vagaries of their moods or the contingencies of train sched-
ules—let us say that they are at once "below" and a little bit "above," 
in a sort of watchful or vaguely attentive state that prepares them for 
the "MANUAL RESTART" that we have already encountered with habit 
[HAB • ORG]. 

But if Peter and Paul are not wholly "below," neither are they 
wholly "above" their scripts; their mastery is not complete. It can never 
be said that they had nothing else to do but meet each other at the Gare 
de Lyon. At any given moment in time—yesterday, for example, during 
the phone call—there were dozens of "Paul" and "Peter" characters who 
resided in other scripts, scripts that gave them other roles and anticipated 
other due dates. "Paul" no. 2 was expected at the dentist; "Peter" no. 2 was 
seeing his girlfriend; "Paul" no. 3's boss was waiting for him to turn up at 
an impromptu meeting, and "Peter" no. 3's mother wanted him to bring a 
special gift for her granddaughter when he came to Paris... If novelists— 
at least the classical novelists—ensure what literary scholars call their 
characters' ISOTOPY (in a detective story, it's the same "Hercule Poirot" 
with the same mustache and the same shiny bald head from beginning 
to end), organization for its part does not guarantee any miraculous 
isotopy. 
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And this is where things get complicated. When To O R G A N I Z E IS NECESSARILY 

Paul and Peter were deciding to meet, they were T O D I S / R E O R G A N I Z E . 

practicing a triple shifting out with ease: spatial, 
temporal, actantial. But as soon as they hang up their phones, they notice 
that other scripts written by many other authors have also shifted out, in 
other spaces, other times, and other actantial roles, the very same solitary 
Peter and Paul who must then—and the weight of this "must" depends 
on a multitude of other linkages—find themselves at the same hour 
obliged to "fulfill other obligations" in other places and at other times. 
This is both a radical experience and a common one, as every (disorgan-
ized (dis)organizer knows. 

For even if each of these scripts has been written, validated, or in any 
case approved by Peter or by Paul, nothing, absolutely nothing, ensures that 
they are mutually compatible and that they will achieve their outcomes ^ 
at the same moment while designating the same place and the same role, j j 
To organize is not, cannot be, the opposite of disorganizing. To organize is . f j 
to pick up, along the way and on the fly, scripts with staggered outcomes | j 
that are going to disorganize others. This disorganization is necessary, j\l 
since the same beings must constantly attempt to juggle attributions " H 
that are, if not always contradictory, then at least distinct. Instead of an 
isotopy, it is heterotopy that wins out. Paul has rushed to the station from 
the dentist, Peter from his girlfriend; Paul loses his job because he missed j i 
the meeting with his boss; Peter has his mother mad at him again. "I can't 1 / 
be everywhere at once." "I only have two hands." "I can't be in two places A 
at the same time." Impossible for any human to unify in a coherent whole ' 
the roles that the scripts have assigned him or her. 

Since we recognize a mode of existence by a HERE WE HAVE A D ISTINCT 

TRAJECTORY , the continuity allowed by a confounding M O D E OF EXISTENCE © 

passage through a HIATUS , a chiasmus, a gap, there is 
no doubt about it, the organizing act must be added to our list. Obviously, 
if Double Click gets involved, claiming that organization—now under-
stood as a result—merely transports, unchanged, the force, the roles, 
and the power defined by another level, transcendent in relation to the 
humble scripts, this distinct mode disappears at once [ORG • DC]. But the 
trivial example of Peter and Paul helps us see that this type of organiza-
tion is always, from top to bottom and from beginning to end, a series 
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of breaks that obtain continuity in courses of action through constant 
discontinuities. Organization can never work: the scripts always define 
dispersed beings; they always achieve their outcomes in staggered 
fashion; one can only try to take them up again through other scripts that 
add to the ambiant dis/reorganization. 

1 Organization never works because of the scripts; andyet, because of 
the scripts, it works after all, hobbling along through an often exhausting 
reinjection of acts of (re)organization or, to use a delicious euphemism 
from economics, through massive expenditures of "transaction costs." 
From this standpoint, the organizing act is just as constantly interrupted 
as the movement of the political Circle [POL], or the attachments of law 
[LAW], or the renewal of religious presence [REL], or the mere survival 
of a body [REP]. Sameness can never nourish these strange beasts. They 
require otherness. 

The counter-test is easy to find: it suffices to believe in the inertia 
of a transcendent organization for it to begin to shift course! For the 
little transcendence between Peter and Paul and the other "Peters" and 
"Pauls" does not authorize them in any way to rely on a maxi-transcen-
dence that would organize them in spite of themselves. Yes, the script will 
indeed be transcendent with respect to Peter and Paul since, between 
the moment they reached agreement until the moment they met, it will 
have "watched over them" and they will have referred to it with more or 
less anxiety, regularly consulting their watches as the script unfolds, but 
this doesn't mean that it dominates them. When Peter and Paul refer to 
it to check the time it has set, they cannot answer the question "Was it set 
by the script, or by themselves?" In fact, it is in the nature of a script to 
dominate them after they have dominated it; it is both above and below. 
With respect to the script, we are always both inside and outside; it posi-
tions us both before and after; this is its distinctive mode of reprise. 

If the first transcendence defines a narrow break, a hiatus, along a 
horizontal line between the launching of a script and the follow-through, 
the second carves out a vertical chasm between the level of all the scripts 
and the miraculous level of the anonymous agency that writes them. 
If we were to mistake the transcendences, we would render both the 
duration and the solidity of the organization incomprehensible. The 
paradox, indeed, is that, if we are to last, we can never count on what 
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does not pass. For anything to last, we have to count on what passes. Isn't 
that true of all the modes? Yes, but in organization, thanks to the tran-
sitory intermediary ofscr ipts ,wecanseethemechanismat work much 
more clearly. 

Is this mode of existence capable of making © W I T H ITS O W N EXPLICIT 

explicit its felicity and infelicity conditions, its FELICITY A N D INFELICITY 

particular manner of defining truth and falsity in C O N D I T I O N S © 

its own language? No question: concerning the 
quality of the organizing act, we can all go on forever! Just think about 
the number of times in a single day when we discern what is true or false, 
good or bad, about the organizational scripts that we submit to or propel. 
All those complaints, hopes, expectations, disappointments, revisions. 
It seems that each of us has not just one touchstone but a whole battery 
of them for judging the good or bad quality of the enterprise where we 
work, the State that ought to be better organized, our children who ought 
to have done one thing or another, we ourselves who are so disorganized 
that time slips through our fingers and we don't understand why . . . If 
you want proof that in this area we possess a particularly active compe-
tence for distinguishing between the true and the false, in the organiza-
tional sense of these terms, just position yourself in any office, next to 
the coffee machine, and listen to the conversations. When it's a matter f| 
of/alsi/ying the claims of those who purport to be organizing us, we're all Y 
new Karl Poppers! \j 

Organization is astonishingly fragile, since at any time we can 
miss the doubling of the scripts "above" which we situate ourselves and 
"below" which we are situated: "It's not up to me to take care of that, it's 
your job." "That's way above my pay grade." "I have nothing to do with 
it." "I'm washing my hands of it; let them cope." And these failures are all 
the more frequent given that there is no resemblance between the script 
and the beings it organizes; whence new infelicities: "That doesn't fit into 
the rubrics." "This wasn't in the plans." "There's nothing we can do." "Are 
they asleep in there, or what?" "This is no longer our problem." 

Where organization is concerned, we never stop weighing all 
courses of action on a highly sensitive scale. There is, first of all, the test 
of performance: did Paul and Peter meet, in the final analysis, at the Gare 
de Lyon under the clock tower, or not? But this test only validates one 
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isolated script. There is also the test of the consistency of the scripts: 
is it the case that, at the same time and in the same place, Paul or Peter 
met with injunctions more or less compatible with all the "Pauls" and all 
the "Peters" of the other scripts? Organizational consultants, "coaches," 
managers, and "downsizers" earn small fortunes by tracking down the 
multitude of "contradictory injunctions" that pull the participants 
in contradictory directions. And then they all start up again, in a new 
cycle of dis/reorganizations, commented on, watched over, analyzed, 
disputed, by a new concert of complaints, clamors, suffering, which other 
coaches, other managers, other consultants will come in to analyze, 
tiecode, mix up, encumber with their flowcharts and their PowerPoints. 

lYorganization may be impossible, but we still keep dreaming of organ-
i z i n g well and definitively at last—until the next day, when we have to 
b start all over again. 

But there is another, much more self-reflexive test: how can we rely 
on the inertia of an organization to determine the inertia that it lacks? 
Curiously, in fact, although organization is not an essence, everyone 
talks about it as if it possessed its own particular objectivity, its own 
tenor, as if it had its trade, its "core business," its "soul," as it were, and 
even, sometimes, as they say, its "culture." And there we go: more meet-
ings, assisted by more consultants, more plunges into the archives of the 
organization to understand "what we are," "what we want," and "what 
our priorities are." An even more astonishing reprise, since, this time, 
we come back to the "foundations" of the organization on which we are 
supposed to "rely," foundations with no foundation whatsoever, but that 
serve nevertheless as hooks, indices, road signs as we decide how we are 
going to "continue to be faithful to our vocation." "How to be faithful to 
the spirit of our founders," or, by a mind-boggling crossing with another 
biological mystery, we ask ourselves gravely: "What is the DNA of our 

A organization?" [REP • ORG]. A surprising bit of juggling between a mythic 
! \past and an imagined future that allows us to toss across the abyss of 
I t ime a thousand new scenarios attributing roles and functions that are 
J lust as scattered, contradictory, caught on the fly as their predecessors, 
I qut that will allow the "stable essence" of the organization to last a little 
i linger. An admirable ontology of the organizing act that wouldn't look 
^ out of place between Aristotle's Metaphysics and Heidegger's Being and 
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Time. Yes, the stable being of organization through the unstable time of its 
incessant reprise. 

Some will object that it is highly exaggerated to © A N D ITS O W N PARTICULAR 

speak of metaphysics or ontology concerning such ALTERATION OF BEING-

modest, trivial activities. And yet, if we think about AS-OTHER: THE FRAME. 

it, no other mode of existence procures the particular 
type of spatial, temporal, and actantial continuity designated by the 
term "isotopy." On the contrary, philosophy may well have drawn some 
of its most important concepts from the organizing act. Every script, 
in effect, defines a FRAME , a framing, in the wholly realistic sense of the 
term: Peter and Paul, once they have been placed under the script that 
they have drafted in common, indeed find themselves within something 
that frames them. A capital innovation, for no other mode thus ensures 
borders to the entities that it leaves in its wake. Of course, these borders 
vary with each script, and it is as impossible to delimit them definitively 
in space as it is to ensure that they will achieve their outcomes at the 
same moment in time. Nevertheless, they do have the function of estab-
lishing limits, functions, definitions. 

Whence the H A R M O N I C S with many other modes. With law, of 
course, since law offers continuity to the concatenation of levels, some-
thing that could not be obtained in any other way [LAW • ORG]. With habit, 
blessed habit, which veils the prepositions slightly and thereby ensures 
somewhat stable courses of action [HAB • ORG] .With religion, too, since 
each of these two modes bears, in its own way, on the end, in the sense of 
completion—though it is never completed—for religion and in the sense 
of limit for organization [REL • ORG]. That Churches have used and abused I 
this link does not keep us from recognizing that The Economy has been I 
conceptualized in the notion of a divine Script for a millennium—and it 
still is, as we shall see. 

If the plurimodal term ESSENCE has any content, it is virtually 
certain that one of its features depends on the organizing act. It is as < 
though, with organization, we were discovering the beings of framing that p 
only come into view, curiously, if we abandon the idea that above the | 
scripts there exists a frame within which we could place them. To the 
first paradox—scripts obtain duration through what does not last—we ^ 
must add a second: it is because the frames come from inside the scripts 
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"' ^'"il In- rn^T^Tp/f 3 rn p c. n r P: wh n t n r h j P. VC-the e ffe C t S 

of continuity, stability, essence, i n n m . loiuilin TTIIPSP importance has 
""v^fpasVfl t" jnrpim nil hnpn mf .»»hiiii-y T r̂gn if behind them there is 
no substance that would be situated "below," no other world on which to 
"rest" the arrangements, they nevertheless offer the possibility, by dint 
of renewal, return, rectification, complaint, and obedience, of making 
something last, something that finally has borders, frontiers, mandates, 
limits, walls, ends: in short, something that actually begins to look like 
what the philosophy of being-as-being was looking for in vain, some-
thing that is going to supply the composite term I N S T I T U T I O N with one of 
its most important features. 

It doesn't hold together on its own, and yet there is something small 
and something large in it, something that encompasses and something 
that is encompassed, something structured and something structuring, 
something framed and something framing. It is by dint of small discon-
tinuities—the hiatus of what cognitive scientists call "the execution 
gap"—that we end up obtaining assured continuities, without any assur-

!

ance whatsoever. Each of us knows perfectly well that we cannot place 
our trust at any given moment "in" organization, and yet we know that 
we can also rely on it. Thei&ai£ritfially, essences—j»to v idtd that the-y-aje 

= maintajnpij rnntinnmiaWf iinnuh Tf we agree not to separate ourselves 
for a second from die umiiimutrs flow of scripts, being as ethergncks 
up also, thrfwoli mrnr nf -irrpnfion viffjlftnr" promm-inr^ 
providingblessf( i g c g g r l r g Tticfhiistfaegenprnsityn£hpinfr nn nthn.rrhnr. 
offpris bping-n •jjjging, its old adversary (or its old accomplice7), the provi 
sional shelter that the latter sought hopelessly in the definitive and in the 

' substrariirr^ 
So WE C A N D O W I T H O U T Why is it so hard to concentrate on a mode of 

P R O V I D E N C E FOR existence that is so ordinary and so widespread? 
W R I T I N G T H E SCRI PTS, © Because we always are at risk of yielding unwittingly 

to the temptation of entrusting the establishment of 
consistency among all these scripts to a second level. It is at this point that 
the everyday experience we have just evoked threatens to turn upside 
down. We start from a gap inherent to the nature of the organizing act, 
and then decide to take it either as the experience proper to this mode 
of existence or as a mistake that must be corrected by turning toward an 
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Organization—this time with a capital 0—that we expect, thanks to the 
miraculous writing of a Script—this too with a capital S—to make compat-
ible and coherent something that can be neither. Here we encounter the 
usual slippage that leads from mini- to m a x i - T R A N S C E N D E N C E . We begin 
to believe in Providence, or in any case in an anonymous and mute Author 
capable of projecting in advance all the scripts attributing all the roles to 
all the "Peters" and "Pauls" in the world to verify that they all reach their 
outcomes at the same moment and in the same place, or that they are at 
least arranged in cadence in such a way that they will remain mutually 
compatible. 

Here is a branching not to be missed: the first path leads us toward 
an I M M A N E N C E that is quite ordinary but in practice difficult to register 
accurately; the second leads toward the hope of a transcendence that 
has had decisive importance in European history. In the first case, there 
is only a single level of analysis; in the second, there are tivo levels, and a 
radical break between the two. It is because they have so consistently 
taken the second path, despite the refutations offered by experience, 
that the Moderns can be said to believe in Providence. Not the one that the 
Church Fathers thought up in the form of the "Economy of God's Plan," a 
divine dispensation, but in a form that, even though secularized, is never-
theless infinitely too "believing" to consent to remain on a single level. 
It is about organization that Nietzsche ought to have wondered "why we 
are still pious." 

This is no time to believe or to tremble: there is © PROVIDED THAT WE 

indeed aggregation, but it is understood quite differ- CLEARLY DISTINGUISH PILING 

ently according to whether we stay on one level or UP F R O M AGGREGATING © 

on two. It can be said without exaggeration that this 
category mistake is what has perverted the fine word "rational." 

For the Peters and the Pauls, what intervenes to "limit their 
margins for maneuver," as it were, is the piling up of scripts assigning 
inconsistent roles that pull apart all the "Pauls" and all the "Peters." And 
we can easily understand why, since, by dint of piling up dentists on top 
of friends, mothers on top of mothers-in-law, bosses on top of girlfriends, 
grandchildren on top of projects, all these scripts end up merging into 
an undifferentiated mass that resembles a phenomenon of a different 
order, one that would be transcendent with respect to the scripts. But 

/ 
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it is only a matter of resemblance. If Peter and Paul both sigh and curse 
"Paris life," "consumer society," and perhaps life in general, this in no way 
implies that what they are designating is made of some other matter than 
their meeting at the train station. If they had the time, they could dissect 
at least in principle—but other scenarios rob them of the time they are 
rushing to save!—everything that is falling on their shoulders like a 
destiny. Or rather, this Destiny could be divided up into thousands of 
discrete little destinies each ofwhich would integrate a different propor-
tion of Paul's and Peter's decisions. We may as well admit it: "Peter" no. 
4, yesterday, "Peter" no. s's mother the day before, "Paul" no. 6's girlfriend 
ten months ago, "Paul" no. 7's boss in the office, and so on, all dispersed in 
time and space, all this is beginning to weigh pretty heavily. All the more 
so given that of all these "Pauls" and "Peters," none is the right Paul and 
the right Peter, both of whom are limited to the bodies left by their line-
ages [REP • ORG]. A single body of one's own to bear the weight of a thou-
sand characters: here is a truly rare phenomenon. 

The other version of aggregation amounts to believing that the 
proliferation of different scenarios is only the manifestation, the expres-
sion, the materialization, of a higher level that would be made of an 
entirely differentfabric from the first. This level would be the source both 
of the contradictory impulses received by the participants and of the 
hopes for order, logic, or coherence that would allow them to get away 
from the pathetic confusion of the scripts. It would no longer be a matter 

of a simple aggregation, then, but of a transmutation through-which the 
H N M B T F M I'ipls Wit mlil-frhemrplvps become pnvnyc Hplppates. represen-
tations, manifestations of a higher level from which they would have 
hppn pniicfpH The millions of small dispatchers—Peter andPaul ön the" 
telephone, the boss's secretary with his calendar, the angry mother, the 
offended lover—would have given way to what we shall call, to attenuate 
the weight of the word Providence somewhat, a DISPATCH ER or a METADIS-

PATCH ER. Such anonymous dispatchers are drawn on as on a bank account 
with unlimited funds every time someone calls on Society, the Market, 
the State, or Capitalism to "bring some order" to the confusion of organi-
zations. It is as though, thanks to aggregation, there has been an increase 
in rationality in relation to the simple pileup. 
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The problem is precisely that we must avoid © A N D THAT WE AVOID THE 

trying to bring order too quickly to these muddled PHANTOM METADISPATCHER. 

scripts. Here is where the inquiry has to resist the K N O W N AS S O C I E T Y © 

most deeply anchored methods of the social sciences. 
I fwe were to "replace" the scripts "in a framework," "retrace the context" 
"in" which the scripts are found, we would lose sight of the movement 
peculiar to the organizing act and thus lose all hope of understanding the 
very operation of framing, of continuity, and, as we shall see, of change of 
scale. The category mistake here would be doubled, since it is by believing 
it is correcting a first mistake—remaining with a particular case instead 
of "replacing it in its framework"—that sociology leads us into a second 
mistake—taking the frame as the thing that will explain the case! 

This is the point at which the peculiar phantom of SOCIETY appears, 
that sui generis being that would arise suddenly (Tarde says "ex abrupto") 
amid the scripts to take over from their contradictory injunctions, in order 
to dispatch the roles, norms, outcomes, and tests of veridiction on the 
basis of a higher, anonymous, rational Script—one capable, in any case, 
of providing an explanation. Society is the appearance of a "collective 
being" that must not be confused with what we have been calling from 
the outset a "COLLECTIVE," since it has none of the means, none of the collec-
tors, that would allow it to assemble. Moreover, its consistency is so uncer-
tain that some sociologists insist, on the contrary, that one must "stick to 
individuals." As if there were INDIVIDUALS! As if individuals had not been 
dispersed long since in mutually incompatible scripts; as if they were 
not all indefinitely divisible, despite their etymology, into hundreds of 
"Pauls" and "Peters" whose spatial, temporal, and actantial continuity is 
not assured by any isotopy. And here the great machinery of social theory 
starts to function, with its impossible effort to locate the respective roles 
of "individuals" and "Society" in the completion of a course of action. 

"No question," says our ethnologist: "with the Moderns, we never 
run out of surprises. Here they are, taking 'Society' and 'the individual' 
to be solid aggregates, whereas neither corresponds to their experience, 
the first because Society is an overly transcendent aggregate, the second 
because it is an ovefly unified aggregate. But as she thinks more about 
it, she noticesTKatthese two ectoplasms in fact correspond to a cate-
gory mistake—forgivable enough, in the end—concerning the nature 
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of the organizing act. As always, when one finds oneself before a trying 
dichotomy, it is because one has missed the precise gesture of another 
pass. As soon as this gesture is restored, the contradiction vanishes. 

In fact, as a function of the script, depending on the moment, we 
find ourselves either "below" or "above" a given scenario; yes, by dint of 
occupying incompatible positions and maintaining schedules that don't 
intersect, we end up feeling that a destiny beyond our control weighs on 
our shoulders. The singular dichotomy of sociology arises here. Sociology 
starts with two phantoms, Society and the Individual, which exist in part, 
but only as momentary segments in the trajectory of scripts. Thus all we 
have to do with this organizing act is what physicists have done with the 
wave-particle duality. The individual looks a little more like the "above" 
sequence; Society looks a little more like the "below" sequence. But the 
resemblance is not really striking, and the alternation between the two 
is rendered imperceptible. Instead of striving to find the proportion of 
Individual and of Society in each course of action, it is better to follow the 
organizing act that leaves these distorted, transitory figures behind in its 

wake. It always comes down tnfnllnwinr rhnrt" 
© W H I L E M A I N T A I N I N G THE There is aggregation; there is no break in level / 

M E T H O D O L O G I C A L D E C I S I O N There is mini-transcendence; there is no maxi-tran I 
T H A T THE S M A L L SERVES T O scendence. There is piling up; there is no transmuta J 

M E A S U R E THE LARGE © tion. There is one level; there are not two. Now tha: 
we have recognized the course followed by scripts 

and perceived the danger of abandoning this course for a different level, 
we are going to use this thread to grasp the intermediaries that allow 
such a change of scale to occur. This will bring us to the heart of our task: 
understanding why Economics has managed to define aggregation and 
the metadispatcher in its own way. 

The reader is probably astonished that we claim to understand 
the organizing act with the help of such a trivial example as a meeting 
between two friends. Yet the whole question now comes down to 
knowing whether, by focusing our attention on the course of scripts, 
we can do entirely without a metadispatcher and treat the large as a 
fragile, instrumented extension of the small. The choice of measuring instru-
ment is the crucial question: the trivial case is what will give us the 
scale for all the others, rather than the organizations—enterprises, 
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States, markets—that would allow us to situate, arrange, order, or posi-
tion the small cases. Everything hinges on this inversion of scale. The 
adverb "organizationally" leads to the verb "organize," which leads to 
the noun "organization"—and, in particular, to the ones called "market 
organizations." 

It is only because we no longer presuppose the © T H E ONLY WAY TO FOLLOW 

existence of a second level, "greater" than the scripts, THE OPERATIONS OF SCALING. 

that we can identify the very important phenom-
enon of relative SCALING. If we could begin with such a totally insignifi-
cant example, it is because, when Peter set up a meeting with Paul at the 
Gare de Lyon, they both put themselves under a script as surely as if Bill 
Gates were to redesign Microsoft's managerial flowchart, or the Paris 
Stock Market adopted a new automated auctioneer, or a new official 
accounting principle allowed French legislators to vote on the budget by 
program rather than by ministry. This is no time to be afraid, even if the 
author of War and Peace lost his nerve when he thought he could explain 
the chaos of the Battle of Borodino after the fact with a vast mechanistic 
metaphor that ruined all the effects of confusion caught on the fly that 
he had just described so brilliantly. By relying on the illusion of a Mega-
Script written in advance by a Clockmaker God, Tolstoy made contin-
gency a necessity; the War turned out to be curiously pacified by the 
ineluctable unfolding of the great mechanism of divine Destiny. As for 
us, we have to "»rri'"'*! w i t h i " ^ " 1 ,1 1 ' r i 1" "''i"1' resisting any temp-
tation to pacify them too quickly. 

What is in question with this new mode of existence is not learning 
how the small is included in the large but how one manages to modify the 
relative size of all arrangements. If we can start from such a small-scale 
example to define the giant organizations whose proliferation struck 
everyone during the last century as we were discovering the reach of 
these new Leviathans—warring nation-states, multinational corpo-
rations, tentacular networks, worldwide markets—it is because of the 
capacity of scripts to connect with other scripts. It is precisely here that 
we must not confuse organization as a mode of existence and "organiza-
tions" as a particular domain of reality that is supposed to cohabit side ,-
by side with others, for example, "individuals," "norms," and the whole ! 
apparatus of the sciences termed, a bit too hastily, "social." There are not, 
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in the world, beings large or small by birth: growth and shrinkage depend 
solely on the circulation of scripts. To put it still another way, scale is not 
an invariant. 

» As we saw when we tried to restore the political mode [POL] to its 
1 rightful place, we had to resist the temptation to take difference in size as 
} explanatory in itself. "Behind" politics there was nothing, and certainly 
i not already-constituted "groups." It was the change in aggregation that 

j had to be explained by the movement, itself truly circular, of the political 
logos. The regrouping came from the Circle; without it, there was simply 
no group at all. Similarly, it is impossible to explain organizations by 
something that is deemed to be there already, and deemed "greater" than 
the scripts that engender the provisional maintenance of organizations. 
If there is something "enlarging," it is that a new being is circulating, as 
original in its genre as the political circle [POL] , which makes it possible 
to make anything it grasps change size [POL • ORG]. 

In other words, the script would "transport" difference in size. 
This is what is meant when we talk about a PROJECT while focusing on 
one of its distinctive features: its capacity to generate a before and an 
after, by lining up means and logistics behind it. Wherever projects 
begin to circulate—most often traced by tacit, language-based scripts, 
whether inscribed in practice or in writing—differences in scaling 
arise. One feels oneself below and above, framed and framing, inside 
and outside; one feels caught up in a rhythm that determines a before 
and an after. When this movement is properly understood, it is no 
longer hard to see that every modification in the quality or the instru-
mentation of these scripts is going to modify the scale of the phenomena 

that it collects. 

This time, we are ready to go to work. Only if 
the ethnologist insists on staying on a single level 
can the apparatuses and the arrangements through 
which scaling is obtained emerge. Her obstinacy 
pays off: the key phenomenon of E C O N O M I Z A T I O N . 

J 

now comes to light. Economics as a domain does not precede the disci-i 
plines capable of economizing, since it is formatted by them. In Michel 
Callon's powerful expression: "No economics, no economies." When 
one is dealing with economic matter, one has to be prepared to pile 
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performatives on top of performatives, like the tortoises in the fable, "all 
the way down"! 

The method is basically the same as for the first Nature: to remate-
rialize knowledge [REF], we had to disentangle a totally idealized matter, 
the famous RES RATIOCINANS that preoccupied us in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Then and only then, as we recall, could the chains of reference required 
for access to remote beings appear in all their thickness, their ingenuity, j 
their cost, their fragility—in all their beauty, too. Similarly, only oncej ! 
we limit ourselves to a single level—there is nothing in the aggregate* \ 
except piled-up scripts—can we succeed in shifting to the foreground! \ 
the materiality of the arrangements through which scripts pile up and? \ 
fuse together. Conversely, as soon as we make the mere supposition! \ 
that there is an economic matter to be studied by economics-as-a-disci-
pline—and not produced, secreted, formatted by it—all these arrange-
ments disappear. Once again, the materiality of materials counters the ̂  
idealism of materialism. 

Let us take the example of stockbrokers on the New York Stock 
Exchange around the middle of the nineteenth century, proceeding 
slowly and with solemnity, behind closed doors, to exchange informa-
tion on the contracts that are coming due thanks to the confidence that 
each of these gentlemen has in the word of the others. The public outside 
scarcely hears, from week to week, the stock quotes on which they might 

A, 
rely. Here we are in a situation as "small" and almost as ill-equipped as j 
the made-up anecdote about Peter and Paul. Now introduce into this : 
organization, in 1867, an instrument called a stock ticker, the result of a f 
rather clever te*?Snkal composite between a telegraph, a printer, and an I 
accounts book. What will happen? Everything about the coordination of ft-
these stockbrokers will change: from now on, they will be subjected to 
the continuous rhythms of printed and registered quotes that become 
visible in real time throughout the world on a perforated roll of paper 
tape (later projected onto screens). A new phenomenon emerges, one 
hitherto unknown, so closely has the extraction of values been mixed 
until then with verbal exchanges between people of the same world. 
The fluctuation of prices grasped/or themselves and continuously takes on 
its own consistency, external to all speech; it is objectified, densified, 
accelerated. One of the objects of the science of economics is born of this 
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equipping. Everything has indeed changed size, but the change would 
be incomprehensible without the intervention of the ticker—extended 
today to our portable phones. There is no change of size in the sense of 
the appearance of a higher level, and yet there have been major changes of 
scaling. Two entirely different definitions of the relation between small 
and large: one through insertion and embedding, the other through 
connection and collection. 

To follow economization is to add up the impressive sum of devices 
like the stock ticker. To tell the truth, we are very familiar with the paths 
through which economics transits: account books, balance sheets, 
pay stubs, statistical tools, trading rooms, Reuter screens, flowcharts, 
agendas, project management software, automated sales of shares, in 
short, what we can group together under the expression ALLOCATION 

KEYS, or under the invented term VALUE M E T E R — s i n c e it measures evalua-
! 
' tions and values (we shall soon see how). It is through their intermediary 

that we can pass from a script that organizes the meeting between Peter 
and Paul to one that displaces the Red Army, or pays the million and a half 
employees of the French National Education system, or shifts billions of 
stock quotes in a few microseconds. By changing arrangements? Yes. By 

changing dimensions? Yes. By changing level? No. 
© A N D DISTINGUISH The whole difficulty lies in not endowing these 

BETWEEN T W O DISTINCT value meters and dispatch keys with virtues they 
SENSES OF P R O P E R T Y © lack. In fact, they all have the curious function of 

distributing both what counts and those that count. 
To capture this oddness that is so typical of the instruments of economi-
zation, we still need to get across, in the notion of PROPERTY , the echo of 
the movement of scripts that is required for the coordination of courses 
of action and for the distribution of the parties involved. In the state-
ments "this is mine" and "that is yours," we grasp something of the organ-
izing act, but not necessarily as Rousseau described it: "The first man 
who, having fenced in a piece of land, said, 'This is mine,' and found people 
naive enough to believe him, was the true founder of civil society." Jean-
Jacques must have led a very solitary life; he must never have played in an 
orchestra, passed a ball, missed a stage entrance, served dishes at a social 
event, or hunted from a blind. Otherwise, he would have understood 
that "this is mine!" and "that is yours!" precede the right to property as 
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well as "civil society" by hundreds of thousands of years. These are in fact 
the little phrases that make it possible, as soon as the course of action 
becomes a bit complex, to launch the scripts of those who are cooper-
ating in a common task. "Be ready, the next call is yours," says the director 
to the actress in her dressing room; "It's your turn to play," the impatient 
partner exclaims; "This one's mine," cries the hunter as he lines up the 
wild boar in his gun sights. Well before it served to mark off plots of 
land and building sites, the expression "it's mine" served to trace limits 
to instances of cooperation that could not have been "brought to an 
end" otherwise. It is hard to see how "civil society" would have gained 
by "pulling up the stakes and filling in the moats" of such enclosures. If 
there were not people "naive enough" to wait for the signal and believe in 
these distributions, there would have been no humanity at all. It is thus 
not in this sense of property that we should seek the origins of inequality. 
If Rousseau is ultimately right, it is at the next stage. 

Letussupposeinfactthatcertainparticularlywell-equippedscripts 
make it possible to create limits visible enough so that those who obey 
them can say, with some reason to be believed: "We don't have to worry 
about that; we're quits," and this really curious expression in the mouths 
of future owners: "It isn't up to us to worry about that." We would find 
Rousseau's famous exclamation, but somewhat modified: the usurper is 
not the "first man who, having fenced in a piece of land, said, 'This is mine,'" 
but the second, who thought of saying: "It's not up to me to take care of you"! 
And if he managed to enclose something, it is not only with a picket fence 
and ditches, but with an even more credible act: that of an Accounts Book 
that places everything it does not take into account outside the enclosure 
and everything it does take into account and that properly belongs to him 
inside, the inside counting less than the outside. An admirable expression, 
quittance. Economists have provided the outline of this enclosure, more-
over, with a couple of truly perfect expressions: externalize, internalize. 
What must we take into account? What do we no longer need to take into 
account? "What? Am I my brother's keeper?" 

Let us now go one step further by supposing © W H I L E I N C L U D I N G THE 

that the quantity of scripts increases, the number SLIGHT A D D I T I O N OF 

of elements to be taken into account grows vertigi- C A L C U L A T I O N DEVICES. 

nously, the rhythm of due dates becomes more and 
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more intense. This time, we shall have to make the questions raised by 
the entangling of scripts and projects measurable, accountable, quanti/iable, 
and thus calculable: how are we to allocate, distribute, share, coordinate? 
The scripts are still there, but equipped with devices that will necessarily 
produce quantitative data, as the stock ticker example shows. Without 
equipped scripts, such interweaving would be impossible: we are too 
numerous, there are too many quasi objects and quasi subjects to put in 
series. There are too many contradictory injunctions. The speed of trans-
actions is too great. We would get lost. 

W h e n the disciplines of economization arose, they manifested 
themselves by the overabundance of these quite particular types of 
"quali-quanta" that connect the two senses of the French expression 
prendre des mesures: "taking measurements" and "taking measures"— 
hence the term "value meter." These sorts of quantities look more like 
proportional shares in property ownership charges—which are unmistak-
ably quantities—than like the number of red dwarfs in a galaxy or the 
numbers on a dosimeter. Economization produces MEASURING MEAS-

URES, which must not be confused with MEASURED MEASURES. It is in the 
very nature of the figures produced, and because they calculate, that 
value meters fuse values wi th facts—and, fortunately, since it is their 
main function: they divide up w h o owes how much to w h o m for how 
long a time. 

Economization spreads by way of this equipment, just as reference, 
as we have come to see, spreads through instrumentation and the quite 
particularideographyofiNSCRipnoNs [REF • ORG]. The scripts'trajectories 
cadence, order, and collect, but in no way result in access to remote states 
of affair. The stock ticker does not measure prices in the sense of reference: 
it gives them rhythm and pace, it visualizes them, arranges them, accel-
erates them, represents them, formats them in a way that brings to light 
both a new phenomenon—continuously fluctuating prices—and new 
observers and beneficiaries of these prices, new exchange "agents," new 
entities "agenced" or "agitated" by these new data. And with each appa-
ratus we see the emergence of both new (quasi) objects and new (quasi) 
subjects. This aptitude to produce new capacities at both extremes is 
something we also saw with chains of reference, which are capable of 
leaving in their wake a knowing subject endowed with objectivity as 
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well as a known object likewise endowed with objectivity. Similarly, the 
trajectories of the scripts, by equipping themselves, produce at their two 
extremes a type of agent—the exchange agent has indeed been exchanged 
for the ticker—and a type of arrangement—the prices have changed form 
and nature. These are the two sides of the same coin. 

If the Book of the first Nature was written in 
mathematical characters, so was the Book of the 
second Nature, as it happens, but this is not a reason 
to confuse the Great Book with the Bible, orto believe 
that a God is its author. It is by not respecting this 
distinction that the economists, by a new M A L I G N INVERSION , threaten 
to rarify what ought to be superabundant; to dry up the horn of plenty. 
Fortunately, the anthropologist of the Moderns, seasoned by the harsh 
trial of her lengthy inquiry, no longer finds it difficult to resist confusing 
two modes on the pretext that they resemble one another: the same 
calculations, the same numbers, can serve both reference and organiza-
tion, even though they haven't been dispatched by the same prepositions 
[REF • ORG]. Even if all the instruments that cover the chains of refer-
ence have a performative dimension, their function consists in making 
constants pass from F O R M to form, not to divide up property rights or 
orchestrate the concatenation of due dates and quittances The term calcu-
lation and even calculating devices should no longer lead us astray. That the 
equipment of economization allows calculations does not mean that it 
ceases to be per/ormative for all that. If the data produced by value meters 
are calculable, it is for reasons that have to do with their nature as organiza-
tional scripts and not at all, as we shall see, because they refer back to some 
quantifiable matter toward which they would procure privileged access. 
Well before being a particular domain that would form the basis for the 
world, as it were, and would explain all behaviors and all evaluations, the 
disciplines of economics now appear to us, from the standpoint of the 
organizing act, as the concatenation of equipment invented over time 
to allow us to follow the multiplicity of scripts and if possible—but we 
know that it is impossible!—to put an end to their inconsistencies with a 
new script that is to dis/reorganize the earlier ones. 

The branching point is delicate, for it is exactly at this point that 
the innocent and indispensable work of economization is going to tilt 
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i
into The Economy, in the sense of a metaphysics of inclusion and exclu-
sion determined in the name of Reason—itself detached from its refer-
ential chains [REF • DC] ! It is at this very point that the term "rational," of 

. which economists have been making ill-considered use for three centu-
ilies, becomes poisoned. Not only does it not allow us to follow, as we are 
doing in this inquiry, the reason proper to each of the modes, but in addi-
tion it confuses two modes that should be kept carefully apart. Where is 
Occam's razor when we really need its keen blade? 

We see that economics is very ill equipped to follow the thread of 
experience. It had taken the INDIV IDUAL as its basis and had endowed it 
with innate rationality! Now, when we follow the thread of the scripts, 
this anchoring point appears inappropriate to any foundation: the indi-
vidual is second and secondary, entirely dependent on the multiform 
roles left in the wake of the courses of contradictory injunctions that can 
never assemble these roles in a round, solid, full subject. But we also see 
what is improbable in the expression "rational calculation." The agents 
that already receive help from numerous beings on the outside must, in 
addition, beg from the value meters to which they are connected the alms 
of fragments of approximate reasoning. Without an apparatus for calcu-
lating, no capacity for calculation. The expression "limited rationality" 
is rather weak for describing such a thoroughgoing reversal of perspec-
tive! We can understand that it is impossible to sketch out the immense 
scenography of a universe that has finally become rational thanks to the 
advent of Economic Calculation. What do we find in its place? Quivering 
little beings wandering around groping in the dark while waiting to 
receive something from the passage of scripts: sometimes fragments of 
projects, sometimes allocations of preferences, sometimes suggested 
roles, sometimes quittances. 

We can sympathize with the surprise felt by the anthropologist 
of the proximate: "What?" she wonders. "Are there really hundreds of 
millions of people who are struggling to believe that they live in this 
world—and it's the same world as mine, after all!—as if they were indi-
vidual agents calculating rationally? And they have managed to extend 
this implausible cosmology to billions of other beings? What ethno-
graphic discovery can top this one?" But of course she knows that this is 
not the fruit of a tragic illusion of the Moderns about themselves: she is 
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beginning to see to what apparatuses, institutions, networks, schools, 
and arrangements one must be connected, what apps one must learn to 
download, in order to believe in something so contrary to all experience, 
so manifestly Utopian. 

Provided that she can grasp that other mode that The Economy 
fuses with organization to obtain the idealized matter it uses inappro-
printrly to-shut down its calculations of interests and passions rather 
too quickly. If this inquiry has succeeded in sorting out the first Nature, 
it has done so by unfolding the amalgam of reference and reproduction 
[REF • REP]. What is this new crossing, then, that she will have to learn to 
respect in order tOLdgjdgalize The Economy and rematerialize it at last 
by restoring its taste for immanence? Perhaps we shall manage to untie 
this newGorcfi'an knot un which äll the rest depends without having to 
slice it open. 
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